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1 I’ll like the mixed green salad. What kind of do you have?

 seasonings  flavors  dressings  tastes

2 Tourists may themselves in the city if there is a giant map at the exit of each MRT station

in Taipei.

 attend  orient  pursue  strive

3 all COVID-19 restrictions lifted, overseas visitors to Taiwan won’t be required to undergo

any kind of quarantine.

 As While  Because With

4 Foreigners without an ROC (Taiwan) Resident Certificate are required to an Arrival Card.

 check in  fill in  settle down  look after

5 Guabao, a steamed sandwich, a hamburger that has a soft white bun filled with braised pork,

pickled vegetables, peanut powder, and cilantro.

 assembles  dissembles  resembles  accumulates

6 Tomorrow morning, Clement will fly from Taoyuan International Airport and stop in Istanbul to

his country, Nigeria.

 en masse  bon voyage  bon mot  en route

7 She is now looking for airline tickets in order to return to her homeland soon.

 ludicrous  exorbitant  prevailing  affordable

8 When traveling abroad, you should carefully choose the money changers to ____ currencies.

 converge  convert  conduct  replace

9 A day to Yilan is the ideal holiday for you to stay away from the frenetic pace of life in

Taipei.

 portal  gateway  getaway  shortcut

10 you have any questions regarding the loss of your wallet and passport abroad, feel free to

contact us anytime during office hours.

 Should  Had Were Would

11 You must remain seated while the fasten-seat-belt signals are during turbulence.

 illustrated  impaired  intensified  illuminated

12 Most premium airlines provide passengers with superior levels of comfort, seats, , and

luggage management.

 amenities  immunity  lodging  intensity
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13 Do I need to dial the international while making a call abroad?

 zip code  barcode  QR code  area code

14 Most foreigners find Taipei summertime intolerable because the majority of summer days

are .

 placid  muggy  bleak  murky

15 After days of nonstop rain, it finally today.

 lay up  lay on  let up  let on

16 Simply give our customer service a call, and we will gladly your trips to match any particular

requirements or interests you may have.

 accustom  assimilate  configure  customize

17 Yingge District in New Taipei City has been renowned for its for a long time, but recently,

tourists have realized that this area offers so much more.

 boutique  bazaar  fabric  pottery

18 You can’t call a trip to Tainan complete without tasting the city’s two breakfast : milkfish

congee and beef soup.

 crops  ingredients  staples  clips

19 beef may seem like a great choice for holidays and other special occasions, some research

suggests it may not be the healthiest option.

 Since While When What

20 The Duomo di Milano in Italy has over 3,400 sculptures, making it the place with the most in

the world.

 statures  statues  status  statutes

21 In many countries, it is customary to leave a while dining out.

 tip-off  gratitude  gratuity  rip-off

22 It is not uncommon to find street selling tasty and inexpensive food on the streets in Taiwan.

 donors  creditors  vendors  pitchers

23 tourism is a sort of tourism in which tourists visit locations where they may learn family

history and develop family connections.

 Ecological  Ancestry  Collective  Spiritual

24 Most tour guides earn on sales in addition to their base salary.

 dedication  remission  commitment  commission

25 To compensate for the loss of foreign tourists caused by COVID-19 restrictions, Taiwanese travel

businesses have shifted towards domestic trips.

 gears  commands  handles  wheels
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26 The Dragon Boat Festival Qu-Yuan, an old poet who drowned himself when a ruler ignored

his advice.

 chastises  comforts  commemorates  appraises

27 People in Taiwan like eating shaved ice with fruit or other delicious .

 accessories  chemicals  toppings  crops

28 Taiwan’s shows have reached a new level of creativity and artistic excellence through the

hard work of the Huang family in Yuenlin.

 figurine  dragon dancing  beehive  puppet

29 Much of Taiwan’s natural beauty and wealth are on the east coast of the island.

 consumed  abandoned  persevered  conserved

30 A: Does your restaurant supply a continental breakfast?

B: ____

We serve it from 6:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.

 Yes, it is.

 Yes, we do, and it’s served in a buffet style.

 It costs $9.99 for adults and is free for children under 12.

31 A: How does Mexican cuisine taste?

B:

 Taco and burrito.  It has a spicy and heavy flavor.

 I like it medium.  It has a lot of different fillings.

32 A: Can I use my EasyCard to rent YouBikes?

B:

 Yes, it can be purchased at any convenience store.

 It costs 5 dollars for the first 30 minutes.

 Yes, you can use it on subways, buses and YouBikes.

 Yes, it’s easy and convenient to ride a YouBike.

33 A: I’m Emily Smith in 316. I’m checking out.

B:

 Very good. The invoice is included.  I’ll be right over, Ms. Smith.

 Can I pay with a traveler’s check?  Just one moment. I’ll check on you later.

34 A: I love this breeze.

B:

 Is there a tornado coming?

 I didn’t know that.

 I agree that a stuffy day would be best for an outing.

 And it is cool. It is neither too hot nor too cold.
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35 A: You’ve traveled to Europe before.

B:

Maybe. Where would you like to visit?  Yes, that’s true. Do you want to go on a trip?

 How much time do you want to spend?  I appreciate your curiosity.

36 A: Have you had any issues renewing your visa?

B:

 Good idea, I’m ready.  No, nothing worked out for me.

 Yes, I’d like to find a dealer.  Not yet.

37 The doctor wrote me a/an . I need to get it filled at the pharmacy.

 operation  reception  prescription  description

38 Usually a passenger will change from one plane to another and stop over at a midpoint for

at most 24 hours before continuing the next journey.

 transformed  transfer  transport  transplant

39 All our VIP customers will receive a bottle of wine without charge.

 complimentary  complementary  contemplative  compensatory

40 If passengers have anything that needs to be declared, they should go through .

 Quarantine  Airport Terminals  Transit Lounges  Customs

41 Sir, we need your for a confirmed and guaranteed reservation.

 balance  arrival  deposit  consent

42 Every time when I fly to London, I get serious . It makes me uneasy.

 jet lag  intention  occasion  affection

43 Niagara Falls is an impressive natural wonder, and I enjoy its view.

 spectator  spectacular  spectacle  spectrum

44 Only when David was stopped by a policeman for drunk driving did he realize that his passport

had and he was forced to return home.

 inspired  expired  conspired  perspired

45 We have been committed to delivering the best service and are always working to conduct

business as smoothly as possible.

 implants  employments  discharges  transactions

46 If you are not completely satisfied with our product, you can return it for a full .

 loan  premium  interest  refund

47 In the travel , you’ll find information about tours, itineraries, maps, discounts and coupons,

or package holidays.

 brochures  brides  brooks  brooches

48 Mineral fields used to be a marvelous scenic spot but it has lost its in recent years.

 apparatus  approach  appeal  appendix
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49 The salespersons that their organic foods do not have preservatives.

 catered  guaranteed  deported  refrained

50 You need to your flight 72 hours prior to departure directly with the airline or simply check-

in online at the applicable airline’s website.

 forecast  withdraw  compensate  reconfirm

51 Designed by British architects, the hotel can more than 700 people.

 accommodate  alienate  acquaint  apologize

52 A: Good afternoon. May I help you?

B: We have been waiting in the for one and a half hours, but some of our group members

still can’t find their luggage.

 departure lounge  boarding gate

 baggage claim area  the immigration counter

53 Tourist: I’d like to make a long distance call to New York.

Hotel Clerk: Yes.

Tourist: Yes, I would.

Would you mind holding for a moment?  Can you put me through to Peter Scott?

 I’m afraid you’ve got the wrong number. Would you like to make a direct-dial call?

54 Tourist : Could you tell me the international country code for France, please?

Hotel Clerk:

 33 is the country calling code assigned to France.

 There is no one by Tom Dunkley registered at this hotel.

 I will transfer your call to Albert’s room.

Would you like to leave a message?

55 Information Desk Clerk: Are you lost? How may I help you?

Tourist:

 I’d like to order take-out here.

 A one-way ticket to Chicago, please.

 Please show me how to get to Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport.

 I’m very much obliged to you.

56 Passenger:

John: Two dollars one way, three dollars round trip.

 How often do the buses run?

What’s the bus fare to The Metropolitan Museum of Art?

 How much do I owe you?

What’s the charge of the express package?

57 Flight attendant: Ladies and gentlemen, soon we will be landing at O’Hare International Airport.

Please fasten your seat belts and observe the sign.

 No Spitting  No Parking  No Admittance  No Smoking
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58 Patient:

Pharmacist: The directions are in the medicine bag. Read them carefully before you use it.

 How much is the medicine?  How long have you been to the clinic?

 How often do I have to go to the clinic?  How many times a day should I take this?

59 Doctor: What are the ?

Tiffany: Well, I have an upset stomach. I also have a cold and fever.

 signs  symptoms  signals  sights

60 Doctor: Hello, Janet. What seems to be the problem?

Janet: I well since I joined a tour group last Monday.

 didn’t feel  hadn’t been feeling

 haven’t been feeling  haven’t been felt

61 A is someone who is employed in a hotel to help guests arrange things, such as local tours,

theatre tickets and restaurant reservations.

 concierge  security guard

 maintenance worker  maid

62 Before going abroad, you need to understand the current exchange rates and have some New Taiwan

dollars into U.S. dollars.

 convert  converting  to convert  converted

63 If you are not hungry, we can order one meal and share it. The are very big.

 elements  portions  flavors  categories

64 Today’s special is steamed fish. You can the lemon and salt on the fish.

 spit  splash  spread  sprinkle

65 The plastic vegetable leaves on the plate are for decoration only. They are not .

 fragile  edible  portable  appropriate

66 Waiter:

Guest: Medium-well, please.

May I show you the dessert menu? Would you like more?

What would you like to order, sir?  How would you like your steak cooked?

67 Attendant: Oh, I’m afraid your bag has exceeded the maximum baggage , so you’ll have to

pay the excess fare.

Mr. Brown: Oh, right.

 allowance  receipt  surcharge  currency

68 Customs:

Vincent: I’m visiting some friends and relatives.

 How long do you plan to stay? Where will you be staying?

 Have you got anything to declare? What’s the purpose of your visit?

69 Ladies and gentlemen, please be careful while opening the overhead as any items stowed

inside might fall out, and take all your personal belongings with you.

 aircraft  compartment  instrument  detector

70 Hotel clerk: How may I help you?

Guest: Yes. Could you tell me about your hotel ?

Hotel clerk: We have a bar, a gym, a swimming pool, tennis courts and a buffet restaurant.

Guest: Great. Thanks for the information.

 vacancies  appointments  facilities  chains
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In the past few years, most major airlines have announced their plans to use commercial electric

airplanes. Travelers can soon travel to different places via an electric aircraft. Take United Airlines for

example. They will offer fossil fuel-free domestic flights by 2026. In addition, Sweden and Denmark also

declared their plans to use fossil fuel-free electric-powered airplanes by 2030. Electric air travel (i.e.

traveling with an electric-powered aircraft) is going mainstream. There are various methods to supply

electricity; however, the most common way is to use batteries.

The climate crisis has been worsening these past few years. One of the major contributors to this

environmental problem is air transportation. The aviation sector has released huge amounts of carbon

dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere every year. Unfortunately, airplanes are predicted to triple their CO2

emissions by 2050 if left unchecked now.

Most major airlines have thus signed up to meet the targeted net-zero carbon emissions by 2050.

Governments from many different countries are establishing policies to help protect the environment.

Austria and France have enacted bans on short-haul domestic flights. In the United States of America, the

government is also pushing to reduce CO2 emissions through clean-energy transportation.

As presented, the use of small electric airplanes is the first step towards greener air travel. The

development of larger electric planes may take several years. Still, you can expect to hear that electric air

travel will be going mainstream in the coming years.

71 What is the main idea of the passage?

 As science develops, views of travel do not change.

 Traveling with an electric-powered aircraft is going mainstream.

 It does not suggest a different solution to a problem.

 The climate crisis has been worsening these past few years.

72 According to the passage, what is the most common way to supply electricity?

 To use batteries.  To use ocean thermal energy.

 To use solar energy.  To use wind energy.

73 Which of the following is true about commercial electric airplanes?

 United Airlines have announced that they will offer fossil fuel-free domestic flights by 2030.

 Sweden and Denmark also declared their plans to use fossil fuel-free airplanes by 2026.

 Air transportation is one of the major contributors to the worsening environmental problem.

 The aviation sector has released huge amounts of oxygen into the atmosphere every year.

74 Which of the following is true about helping protect the environment?

 Austria and France have announced their plans to use electric air travel by 2030.

 Sweden and Denmark have enacted bans on short-haul domestic flights.

 Airplanes are predicted to double their CO2 emissions by 2050 if left unchecked now.

 In the United States of America, the government is also pushing to reduce CO2 emissions

through clean-energy transportation.

75 What is the advantage of electric air travel?

 It is cheaper.

 Electric air travel is the first step towards greener air travel.

 Electric air travel does not help reduce CO2 emissions.

 It is faster.
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I was filled with excitement and awe as our vehicle jolted down the muddy paths of the wildlife

reserve. Incredible creatures roamed the savannah, and the sceneries itself were some of the most stunning

I’ve ever seen.

Safari traveling is a thrilling and one-of-a-kind opportunity to take in the splendor and variety of the

natural world. In order to see and photograph wild creatures in their natural environment, safari vacationers

often visit an African wildlife reserve or national park.

In my experience, seeing iconic and endangered animals like lions, elephants, and gorillas in their

natural habitats is expected to be a staple of a safari vacation. My favorite part of the trip was getting to

see a group of wild canine animals in their natural habitat. I’d never had such a good look at these

endangered creatures before.

Aside from getting an up-close glimpse at the animals, tourists can receive insight into their habits

and routines from knowledgeable guides on several safari programs that include guided drives within the

park. Safaris sometimes involve more than just visits to zoos and sanctuaries to see animals; they often

provide opportunities for hiking, birdwatching, and cultural immersion.

Memories created on the safari journey will last a lifetime since it was truly once in a lifetime

opportunity. I think a trip to Africa for a safari would be amazing if you have the chance to go. You won’t

soon forget this incredible journey.

76 Which is NOT a reason why the author suggests going on a safari vacation?

 To achieve a serene vacation.

 To discover the diversity of the natural world.

 To see animals in their natural environment.

 To observe some endangered creatures.

77 What does the word “jolted” mean?

 Shattered.  Shot.  Shook.  Shrank.

78 What was the highlight of the author’s safari’s trip?

 He was surrounded by the most breathtaking landscapes he had ever seen.

 He had the chance to see a pack of wild dogs up close.

 He could experience the beauty and diversity of the natural world.

 He could get close to some of the most famous and endangered animals in the world, like lions

and gorillas.

79 According to this passage, what can tourists learn from these knowledgeable safari guides?

 They can learn about the animals’ behavior and habits.

 They can learn about endangered animal species.

 They can learn about several African wildlife sanctuaries.

 They can get knowledge about the splendor of nature.

80 According to this passage, which of the following is NOT included in safari vacations besides animal

sightings?

 Hiking.  Observing birds.  Animal breeding.  Cultural encounters.


